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ABSTRACT

Textural, mineralogical, and total chemical anal-
yses of 109 marine sands and muds from four New-
foundland inlets, the adjacent continental shelf, and
the Nova Scotia outer oontinental margin indicate
tlat the chemical composition of detrital sediments
is regulated by their texture, depositional environ-
ment proportions of silicate and non silicate com-
ponents pres€trt, and source. Trace-element chem-
istry is a first-order reflectinn of the composition
of parent litlologies because the major concentra-
tions of elements occur in mineral structural sites.
As well, the chemistry reflects the proportions of
litlologies contributing to ttre sediment. For these
reasons, trace-element chemistry can be used for
provenance studies, mineraL exploration, and Qua-
ternary maring stratigraphy provided the effect of
sediment texture on chemistry is accounted for.

Examples of each application are presented on
the basis of plots of ppm trace element/Vo clay,
vs. Vo clay for six trace elements. Cu in Halls Bay
and Cu, Pb, and Ct in Conception Bay are etr-
riched in sediments that are locally derived from
nearby onshoro mineralized bedrock. Surficial se-
diments on the Newfoundland shelf can be divided
into a Clr-rich inner facies and a Cu-poor outer
facies, each of which is derived from a different
underlying bedrock source. For surface sediments in
four Newfoundland inlets and on the inner shelf,
differentiation by trace element/clay vs. clay plots
suggests that the inlet sediments are of local origin.
On the Nova Scotia outer margin, late-Wisconsin
slope and rise facies in widely-spaced piston cores
are correlated by trace-element chemistry and dif-
ferentiated from Holocene facies, suggesting a dif-
ferent provenance for the rwo.

None of the areas studied has been affected by
industrialization, so the natural concentration levels
of trace elements and other components in the sedi-
melts can bo utilized either for comparative stu-
dies in similar industrialized coastal environmetrts,
or in these same areas in the event of future in-
dust rialization/urb anization.

R€suvi
Des analyses texturale, minllslsgiqus et chimiquo

totale de 109 sables marins et boues provenant de
quatre petits bras de ilier terre-neuviens, du plateau
continental adjacent et de la marge continentale

ext6rieure de la Nouvelle-Ecosse indiquent que la
composition chimique de s€diments d6tritiques est
rdglement6o par leur t€xture, I'environnement des
d6pdts, les proportions des composants de silice et
de non-silice pr6sents et de leur source. La chimie
d'6l6ment de trace est une indication de premier
ordre, dans la composition {e lithologies primaires,
du fait que les plus grandes concentrations d'616-
ments apparaissent dans des emplacements min6-
raux et structuraux. La chimie d6montre, aussi, les
proportions de lithologies contribuant au d6p6t.
C'est pour ces raison$ que la chimie d'6l6ment de
trace peut 6tre utilis6e pour des 6tudes de prove-
nance, d'exploration min€rale et de stratigraphie
marine du Quaternaire dans la mesure of I'effet de
la texture du d6p6t sur la chimie est prise en con-
sid6ration.

Des exemples de chaque application de six 616-
ments de trace sont pr6sent6s sous forme de trac6s
en, ppm/Vo argile vs. Vo argile, Le Cu de Halls
Bay et le Cu, le Pb et le Cr de Conoeption Bay se
sont enrichis des s6diments provenant d'un fond
rocheux rnin6rats6 situ6 tout prCs, sur la c6te. I-es
s6diments superficiels du plateau de Terre-Neuve
peuvent 6tre divis6s en un facids int6rieur riche en
Cu et un facitss ext6rieur pauwe en Cu, chacun
provenant d'un diff6rent fond rocheux sous-jacent.
La diff6renciation, par 6l6ment de trae/argile
vs. des traces d'argile, des sddiments superficiels de
quatre bras de mer terre-neuviens et d'un plateau
int6rieur suggdre que les d6p6ts des bras de mer
sont d'origine locale. Sur la marge ext6rieure de
la Nouvelle-Ecosse. les facibs montant et descen-
dant de l'ancien Wisconsin dans des carottes en
forme de piston tr€s espac6es sont reli6es par la
chimio d'6lement de trace et sont diff€rentes du
facibs Holocdne, en sugg6rant une origine diff6-
rente pour les deux.

Aucune des r6gions &udi6es t'a 6tA affect6e par
l'industrialisation; ainsi les niveaux naturels de
concentrations d'6l6ments de trace et les autres
composants dans les €diments peuvent 6tre utilis6s
soit pour des 6tudes comparatives en de semblables
milieux cdtiers industrialis6s. ou soit dans ces
m6mes r6gions dans le cas d'une 6ventuelle indus-
trialisation/urbanisation.

(fraduit par le journal)

INrropuctroN

Although post-depositional diagenetic reac-
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tions alter the composition of marine sediments
(Mackenzie & Garrels 1965; Sharma 1970; Bo-
natti_et al. I97l; Turekian l97l;Buchey 1972;
Hatcher & Segar L974), the specific source in-
put of elements exerts a first-order controlling
influence on tleir final chemical composition.
This is besause the majority of trace, as well
as major, element concentrations in detrital se-
diments occur in rnineral structural sites rather
thau adsorbed onto minelnlg, organic matter and
oxide coatings (Ilirst L962a,b). The purpose of
this investigation is to demonstrate tlit, 6ecause
trace-element composition of marine sediments
is a primary reflection of the comFosition of
parent lithologies, trace-element chemistrv can
be utilized for provenance studies, mineral ex-
ploration, and sonelation and differentiation of
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marine sedimentary facies. Geochemical studies
of marine-sediment provenanse have been done
by Jones (L972) using Fe, Mn, Ti, and P, by
Bostrom et al. (L973) using relationships be-
tween Fe, Ti, Al and Mn, and by Wright (I974a,
b) using major and some tlace elements. Hirst
(1962b) discusses the use of trace-element chem-
istry for stratigraphic correlation.

We have obtained 95 surficial sediment sam-
ples from four Newfoundland inlets and the
Newfoundland continental shelf and 14 samples
from two widely-spaced piston cores from the
Nova Scotia continental slope and rise (Fig. 1).
Shelf samples were collected in water dopths
ranging from about 8O to 350 metres. Only
shallow-water samples were collected in Bona-
vista Bay; water depths in the other inlets

CONCEF-I.|oN BAY

n=25 ,f'3,0

MNAVISTA BAY

PLACENTIA BAY

Fte. l. Sample locations.
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ranged from about 4O to 3OO metres. More de-
tailed discussions on the sedimentology and/or
geochemistry of these sediments is presented by
Slatt (1974a,b) for Conception Bay, Slatt (1975)
for Halls Bay, Willey (in prep) ,and Stehman
(in prep.) for Placentia Ban Slatt (I974c) tor
the Newfoundland continental shelf, and Piper
(1975) for the Nova Scotia outer margin.

None of tle areas has been heavily affected
by industrializarion, 'although a part of the Pla-
centia Bay coast has become industrialized since
sample collection. Therefore, a secondary ob-

jective is to establish nafirral concentration levels
of chemical constinrents in the sediments which
can be utilized eitler for comparative studies in
similal industri,atized coastal envilonments or
in these same :[eas in the event of future indus-
trialization / urb anization .

Although trace-element s6smistry is empha-
sized in this paper, we have completed textural,
mineralogical, and total chemical analyses of
the sediments. In subsequent sections we first
uss these data to explain the general factors ttrat
regulate marine-sediment chemistry. We then
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Frc. 2. Concentrations of major and minor elements in sediments.
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demonstrate the influence of source lithologies
on sediment chemistry by presenting examples
of anomalous concentrations of trace elements
in sediments from Halls Bay and Conception
Bay which can be traced to nearby onshore bed-
rock mineralization. These examples demon-
strate the applicability of marine-sediment geo-
chemistry to mineral exploration. Next, we
differentiate surficial sediments and their pro-
venance in the four inlets and on the Newfound-
land shelf on the basis of trace-element chem-
istry. Finally, we provide an example of corre-
lation and differentiation of late-Quaternary
sedimentary facies in the deeper marine cores
by trace-element chemistry.

Mnrnops AND REsuLTs

The sediments are varying admixtures of
sand, silt, and clay. Analytical methods are dis-
cussed by Slatt (7974b, 1975). Sample pre-treat-
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ment consists of removing interstitial salt with
4s-ienized watel, oven-drying the sample, then
grinding iI to a fine powder. Chemical analyses
are performed by atomic absorption spectropho-
tometry afler total digestion (IIF for major and
minor elements and HF-aqua regia for trace
elements). Organic-C, S, and CaCOs contents
are also determined.

Mineralogic.al analysis of the powdered sam-
ples is performed by r-ray diffraction using
random powdel mounts. Proprtions of sand
(2mm to 0.063mm), silt (0.063mm to O.OO4mm)"
and clay (finer than O.OMmm) are determined
on separate untreated splits of samples by
standard methods (Folk 1968). Clay mineralogy
of the .(0.002mm fraction of these splits is
performed using Biscaye's (1965) method.

Results of chemical and textural analyses are
summarized in Figures 2 and 3. There is con-
siderable variabitty both within each suite of
samples and among the suites from different
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Frc. 4. Schematic illustration of the relationships among major factors that

control the geochemistry of detrital marine sediments.
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geographic areas. Mineralogical analysis shows
that quartz and feldspar comprise the bulk of
the sediments, there are lesser amounts of clay
minerals and CaCOr, and occasional amphibole.
Clay minerals in most suites ate a subequal mix-
ture of chlorite and illite, but in addition to
these minerals, the core samples and some shelf
samples contain subordinate amounts of kaoli-
nite and montmorillonite @iper er al. in press).

GsNEner. RsurroNsHrs

General conclusions can be drawn from these
results regarding the factors that regulate geo-
chemical variability of detrital marine sediments.
These factors are schematically illustrated in
Figure 4.

The components of the sediments are grouped
into silicate minerals and non-silicate compo-
nents. lndividual species and quantities Present
will be a function of their source. In addition to
source, the abundance of individual components
is regulated by sediment texture, which in turn
is related to depositional environment sirrce
finer-grained sediments occur in deeper water.

We have related sediment chemistry quanti-
tatively to texture (clay content), and only in-
directly to mineralogy because quantitative
mineralogical analysis of sediments is difficult
and questionable by routine methods. The fol-
lowing general relationships, applicable to all
the suites of samples, have been established on
the basis of linear regression analysis of the
components as a function of clay content.

(I) Concentrations of the three non-silicate
components - CaCOa, organic matter (calcu-
lated from organic-C concentrations using the
VanBemmelen factor of xL72), and FeS (cal-
culated from S concentrations) vary from less
than 1 to more than 2O/o ,less than 1 to almost
5OVo, and from trace quantities to more than
5Vo, rcspectively (Fig. 3). With few exceptions
these components are positively correl'ated
(significant at the 95% confidence level) with
clay content. This is the expected relationship
for organic matter and iron sulfides which accu-
mut-ate in fine-grained sediments. The higher
CaCO, content of finer-grained sediments is
thought to be a result of biodegradation of shell
debris and tests of foraminifera in all the sedi-
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ments, as well as to the occulrence in outer_
margin sediments of coccoliths and/or glacially
comminuted limestone (D. J. W. piper, fersonalcommnnication 1975).

.(II) Concentrations of major and minor ele_
ments which comprise silicale minerals varv in_
lersely with those of non-silicate components
due to dilution (Slatt 1974b), Therefore, in
order to relate oxide data to texture and minera_
logy we have re-calculated the data on a non_
silicate free basis by multiplying the correction
factor {100,/ (100-wr. % loss-on_ignition)1.
Regression analysis shows that drOr, MgO, and
FezOs concentlations are positively 

"oir"tut"Owith clay content antl SiO, is negatively corre-
Iated owing to the greater abuniance of clav
minerals in finer-grained sediments and lessei
abundance of coarser-grained quartz and feld_
spar @g. 4). In most suites, KrO concentrations
are either slightly positively correlated or do
not vary significantly with clay content because
orthoclase is concentrated in 

-coarser_size 
frac_

tions and illite is concentrated in finer fractions.
NazO concentrations generally decrease slightly
with clay content owing to dilution of Na-ield_
spar-by clay minerals, but significant quantities
of clay-size feldspar are present in miny sa-_
p-Ies @iper et al., in press). Only Newfoundland
shelf and Bonavista Bay samplei show a positive
correlation between NarO and clav content
ylic! rya1 be due to the presence oi clay-size
Na-plagioclase. With the exception of sediments
{tnm Hunr Bay, CaO in samplis is almost entire-
ly bound in CaCOs.

(III) Concentrations of each trace element
are almost always positively correlated with
clay content. Although this relationship is part_
ly a result of the ability of clay minerals^and
organic matter to adsorb trase elefirents, it is
also a result of trace elements which oclur in
mineral and biogenic CaCOa structural sites.
Extrapolation of linear regression equations to
OVo clay for samples from the four inlets usual-
ly showed less than a l0O% increase in elemen_
tal concentrations over the clay ranges en-
:9$1.re! (Fig. 3) (for an example, see Slatt
1975). Therefore, elements in structural sites
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of minerals coa^rser than clay-size (0.004mm)
contribute significantly to the total-sediment
hace-element composition (Jones 1972) as do
elements in structural sites of clav lninerals
(Hirst 1962b). For some suites e1 samFles, re-
gression analysis of some elements vs. clay
content exhibited a considerable scatter of data
points about a positive linear trend. The cause
of tlis scatter is discussed in subsequent sections.

The above three relationships serve to demon-
strate the necessity of taking into account the
effect of sediment texture on chemical composi-
tion when comparing suites of sediments. bal-
culated average elemental concentrations are
biased according to the number of coarse- or
fine-grained samples included in the average
(Slatt 1975).

QV) Besides the above relationships, Table I
shows that thele are variations in the relative
proportions of major, minor and trace elements
among the suites of sediments. Whereas varia-
tions in CaO are a result of biogenic CaCOa,
Lhose of Na:O, K0, Fe,Ou and MgO probablyre-
flect different source-rock compositi,ons und/or
proportions, as well as possible textural varia-
tions. For trace elements, orders of abundance
ars similar to those of average nearshore sedi-
ments (Ilatcher & Segar 1974). Z,n and Cr are
most common and Ni is abundant in all but Bo-
navista Bay sediments. Co, Cu, and pb occur in
smaller concentrations, but variations in relative
proportions of these elements among the suites
also reflect different source-rock compositions.

Prors on Thece ErnrvreNts Vsnsus
Cr,Ay CoNruNrs

Because of a large scatter of data points for
some plots of trace-element concentrations vs.
clay content, we have found this method of
graphic presentation of data to be unsuitable for
evaluating trace-element variability of a suite
of. sediments and particularly for comparing
suites. A .better plot is the ratio [(ppm trace
element/ lo clay) vs. % clay'l becauie it takes
into account the textural effect and because

TABLE 'I. RELATIVE PROPORTIOIS OF I4AJOR, I,IIIOR AI{D TRACE ELEI{ErIS.

At€a llajor and Elnor el€ments Trace elements
Halls Bay 

_ ]lOrtOlZ03>FeZ03>liaZ(>Ca$t4gDKZ0>lt0Z>r,tn0>pZ05 Zn>Cr>t{l>Co>pb>Cu
conceptlon Bay sl0z>Al2o3>Fezo3>l{arD&aDlitg0>cio'nortpz0s;tr6 zn>cr>Ni>cu>co}pb
Placentla Bay Sl02>Ai?03>CaDFe2o3>l,la?DK?o>ilg0rftOrrfrOrrltnO Zn>Cr>Nl>pb>CpCo

P"irt.T 
B..r Sl0Z>AlZ03>NazDKZO>FeAO3>caDilS0,TfO;>p;0;,iln0 Zn>cr>pb>cu>fli>Co

l{erfourdland shelf sl0r>A'rr0a>Fe203'cr$&@ig0rrazorrio,rr]o!rnro zn}cpNi>co)cu>pb
ttolitii"#lnrn 

sl02>Al2o3>Fe2o3>cabKrD!,rs0>riarDTt02>p205>r'1n0 Zn>cptfi >co>cu>pb
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tho degree of scatter of data points is consider-
ably reduced by using clay content as both
variables. For this Latter reason, geochemical
trends for suites of sediments can be compared
more easily. Hirst (1962b) has used n simil2l
method of plotting sedimentary geochemical
variables (for example Co/Al vs. Al) to suggest
associations between specific minelnlg and ele-
ments.

In the following examples, the trace element-
clay plots are used to detect localized enrich-
ment of trace elements in marine sediments de-
rived from mineralized bedrock and to differ-
entiate and correlate sedimentarv facies and
their sources.

Thece-Br-BrvrENT ENRTCHMENT IN MAnrNe
SsonvruNrs Drnwnp FRoM ONsrroRE

MlNERAuz,o BBpnocr

Halls Bay, north-central Newtoundland

Halls Bay (Fig. 5) is located within mainly
volcanic terrain of the Central Mineral Belt of
Newfotrndland. Ordovician volcanic rocks of
the Lushs Bight Group which crop out on the
northwest side of the inlet contain Cu-mineral-
ization. Slatt (1975) has shown that fine-grained
sediment derived from the Lushs Bight drainage
basin is transported easterly across Halls Bay
and that net deposition occurs on the east side.
Trace element-clay plots (Fig. 5) show that Cu
is enriched in sediments on the east side relative
to those elsewhere. None of the other five
trace elements is similarly enriched (Fig. 5). The
Cu-enriehed sediment is derived from onshore
mineralized bedrock and follows the fine-
grained sediment dispersal path (Slatt 1975).

C onception Bay, south:eastern N ewloundland

Conception Bay @ig. 6) is primarily within a
Precambrian sedimentary terrain. Cambro-Ordo-
vician shales and sandstones which underlie Bell
Island contain Fe-ore horizons. As well, scat-
tered Cu-mineralization occurs in Precambrian
volcanic rocks of the Harbour Main Group
which crops out along the south shore (V. S.
Papezik, personal communication 1975). Com-
parative trace element-clay plots indicate that,
relative to sediments in the central part of the
inlet, those near Bell Island are enriched in Cr
and possibly Pb, and those in a fringing inlet
(Ilolyrood Bay) near the mineralized volcanics
are enriched in Cu and Pb. There is no local
enrichment of Ni, Co, or Zn (Fig. 6). These ano-
malies undoubtedly reflect derivation of the
sediments from local mineralized sources.

The above examples demonstrate the first-
order imprint on derived sediments of trace-
element composition of local-sourse lithologies.
The results also de,monstrate the applicability of
trace-element geochemisty of marine sediments
to mineral exploration, particularly at the recon-
naissance level (Slatt 1975).

Frc. 5. Trace element/clay vs. clay plots for sur-
facs sediments in Halls Bay, north-central New-
foundland. Geographic distribution of samples
and known Cu occurrences in Lushs Bight Group
OBG) rocks (circled Cu) are also shown. RA =
Roberts Arm Formation, SG = Springalale
Group, and DG - plutonic rocks. Plots of Pb,
Zn, Ni and Cr are similar to that of Co. Arrows
denote the dispersal path of fine-grained sediment
and Cu (after Slatt 1975).
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Frc. 6. Trace element,/clay.vs. clay plots for surface sediments in Conception Bay, southeastern New-
fo tndland. Geographic distribution of samples and location of Fe minlrafizatiln in Cambro-Ordo-
vician Rocks (CO) of Bell Island and Cu mineralization in Harbour Main Group volcanic rocks
(HM) are also shown. Ca = Cabot Group and Co : Conception Group. Plots oi Co and Zn are
similar to that of Ni.

PnowNe.Ncs AND DTFFERENTTATToN oF SHELF
SnorlvteNTARy FecrBs By TRAcE-ELEMENT

CHsMrsrRy

Trace element-clay plots of surficial sediments
on the Neqrfoundland continental shelf (Fig. 7)
indicate that the sediments can be subdivided
into inner and outer facies on the basis of Cu
content; outer-shelf sediments are relatiyely im-
poverished in Cu. Plots for other elemen?s do
not display the clear two-fold subdivision shown
by Cu, even though there appear to be similar
trends.

The occlurence of Precambrian-paleozoic
rocks and Mesozoic-Tertiary coastal-plain strata
which underlie the Newfoundland shelf is
shown in Figure 7. Petrographic studies (Slatt
1.974d) indicate that these lithologies are the
respective sources of the inner- and outer-shelf
glacially-derived sediments. Clay mineral
analysis has shown the outer - shelf facies
to contain somewhat more kaolinite and
montmorillonite than the inner-shelf facies
(Piper et a/., in press). Thus the facies differen-
tiation is probably due to lower Cu concentra-
tions in coastal-plain strata. Alternatively, sedi-
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Frc. 7. Trace element/clay vs clay plots for surfaoe
sediments on the Newfoundland continental shelf.
Geographic distribution of samples and contact
(small dashes) between underlying Mesozoic-
Tertiary coastal-plain strata and pre-Mesozoic
roc.ks (after Grant 1972) are also shown. Plots of
Cr, Co, Pb, and Ni are similar to that of Zn.
Boundary between outer Cu-poor sediments and
inner Cu.rich sediments is showri by large dashes.
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ments on fts innsr shelf contain sltghtly highsg
concentrations of CaCOs tlan those on the outer
shelf (average of. 6.47o vs. 4,7/o) so Cu could
be associated with the biogenic fraction. How-
ever, the minor differences in CaCOs content
suggest this is not the case.

The occunence of the contact between outer
Cu-poor and inner Cu-rich sediments seaward
of the contact between the underlying source
rocks is a result of net easterlv sediment trans-
port on the shelf (Slatt, in prjp.).

DrrrsnrNrlAtroN on Sunnrcnl SeorvsNTs rN
Forn NEwFouNDLAND INrrrs sy T[.Ace_

Er,Brvrnxr CHeursrny

Bedrock geology in Halls Bay and Conception

%Cloy
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Bay has already been mentioned. Bedrock litho-
Iogies in Bonavista Bay and Placentia Bay (Fig.
1) are similar to those in Concoption Bay ex-
cept that more volcanic rosks occur in tle pla-
centia Bay area (lVilliams 1967).

Very little is kaown about the bottom en-
vironment in these inlets. In Placentia Bay,
bottcm waters are well-oxygenated and a ther-
mocline develops during spring-summer runoff,
but is absent in winter (Willey, in prep.). One
set of STD measurements indicates there is a
shallow summe! thermocline in Conception Bay
(Allen, L97I). A counter-slockwise gyie of tle
Labrador Current is thought to pass through
Conception, Placentia, and Halls Bay (Slatt
I974a, 7975i Stehman, in prep). This informa-
tion, plus the facts that the inlets are all in a

HALLS tsAY
CON{CEFT|ON BAY F---- ---t

PLACEhITIA BAY
BONAVISTA BAY
" INNER'SHELF
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Frc' 8. Trace elements,/clay Y!. glay plots for surface sediments in the four inlets (Fig. 1) and on tlcinner Neqdoundland shelf _@i!.- 7). Plots of c", pl, -o ct--;" ;trnil* to that of Ni, and a plotof Cu is similar to tbat of. Za,. 
-
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similar structuxal setting and all are glacially-
overdeepened (Fig. 1) suggest that the bottom
environment in each is similar.

Qemfarative trace element-clay plots for se-
diments in the four inlets and the inner New-
foundland shelf ,are presented in Figure 8. Ano-
malous samples in Halls Bay and Conception
Bay sediments (FiCs. 5 and 6) have been omitted
from the plots. Sediments in the four inlets can
be differentiated on the basis of Ni, Co, Pb,
and Cr contents, but not on the basis of Cu
and Zn (Frg. 8). Trace-element concentrations
of inner-shelf sediments are clearlv different

from those in Conception Bay and Bonavista
Bay sediments, but only subtly different from
those in Halls Bay and Placentia Bay sediments.

Inlet sediments may be either locally-derived
or transported landward from the adjacent shelf
(Meade 1969). The comparative trace element-
clay trrlots suggest each suite is locally-derived.
This interpretation is supported by variations
in relative proportions of major, minor and
trace elements comprising the sediments (fable
1) as well as by independent sedimentological
studies in Conception Bay (Slatt 1974a), Halls
Bay (Slatt L975), and Placentia Bay (Stehman,
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in prep.). Although the over-all mineralogical
composition of the sediments in each area is
similar (Fig. 4), different trace-element concen-
trations are attributed to variations in elemental
composition of local source rocks and/or varia-
tions in the quantity of source rocks that con-
tribute to the sedimen8.

DrnnnnENuATroN AND ConnnarroN on LArn-
QuerenNenv Ourrn-MenclN Fectss By

Tuce-EnunNr CsBlarsrny

Two 10-metre cores were obtained from the
Nova Scotia continental slope (core 73-011-1)
and adjacent rise (core 72-O2I-l) (Fig. 9) @iper
1975). The uppermost facies in both cores
(Facies 1 of Piper 1975) is Holocene olive or
brownish-grey mud with fine sand beds that
have been deposited by the cumulative processes
of slumping, turbidity currents and bottom cur-
rents. The lowermost facies (Facies 5 of Piper
1975) in core 73-01.1-1 consists of late-Wiscon-
sin ice-rafted brownish-grey sandy mud with
some coarse sand and granules. The middle fa-
cies (Facias 3 of Piper 1975) ot core 72-O2l-l
consists of late-Wisconsin greyish-red fine mud
or clay with rare ice-rafted particles and local
sand and/or mud laminae. Although problem-
atical, Facies 3 is thought to be the reworked
equivalent of the slope ice-rafted Facies 5.

Comparative ttace element-clay plots show
that the late-Wisconsin Facies 3 and 5 in the
slope and rise cores can be correlated and both
can be differentiated from the slope Holocene
Facies 1 on the basis of Ni, Co, and Cr (Fig.
9). Plots of Zn, Pb, and Cu (Fig. 9), do not show
this trend.

The results support Piper's (1975) interpreta-
tion that the late-Wisconsin rise facies originated
at the continental slope and that Holocene and
late-Wisconsin sediments are derived from dif-
ferent sources. Variations in trace-element
chemistry of the facies are not a rcsult of varia-
tions in biogenic Ca@s, since concentrations
are similar in both.

CoNcrustoNs

(1) One hundred and nine sands and muds
analyzed from Newfoundland inlets, the adja-
cent continental shelf, and the Nova Scotia outer
continental margin consist mainly of quartz and
feldspar, with smaller amounts of clay minerals
(mainly illite and chlorite), amphibole, organic
matter, biogenic CaCO" and iron sulfides. Trace.

major and minor-element chemistry of the se-
diments is regulated by the abundance and spe-
cies of these components present, which is ulti-
mately related to their source. Aside from
souxce, the abundance of these components
varies with texture, which is related in turn to
the nature of the depositional environment.

(2) The effect of texture on chemic.al compo-
sition must be taken into account in any com-
parative sedimentary geochernical study because
computed average chemical compositions vary
with the number of coarse- and fine-grained
samples included in the average. An effective
way to do this is to plot the ratio trace element
(or major element) concentration,/clay content
against clay content.

(3) Such plots are used in a number of exam-
ples to demonstrate that the trace-element com-
position of derived sediments is a first-order
reflection of the chemical composition of pa-
rent lithologies, as well as a result of the propor-
tions of lithologies contributing to the sediments.
This is besause the major concentrations of
trace elements ocsur in mineral structural sites.
For these reasons, trace-element chernistry can
be used for provenance studies, mineral explora-
tion, and correlation and differentiation of ma-
rine sedimentary facies.

Surficial sediments in two Newfoundland in-
lets are locally enriched in certain trace ele-
ments owing to their derivation from nearby
onshore mineralized bedrock. On the basis of
Cu content, Newfoundland continental-shelf
surficial sediments can be divided into outer
and inner facies, each derived from a different
underlying source. Surficial sediments in four
Newfoundland inlets and on the inner shelf are
differentiated on the basis of Ni, Co, Pb, and
Cr concentrations, which suggest the sediments
in each area are locally derived. Late-Wisconsin
continental slope and rise facies off Nova Sco-
tia can be correlated by Ni, Co, and Cr con-
centrations and can be differentiated from Ho-
locene facies, suggesting a different origin for
the two.

(4) With the exception of only a few samples,
individual trace elements occur in concentrations
of less than 1O0 ppm in all areas. Trace ele-
ments as well as organic matter, and sometimes
other components, are useful indicators of man-
induced chemical pollution. Because none of
the areas studied has been affected by indus-
!'ializatiel, the natural concentration levels
presented in this paper can be utilized ejther
for comparative studies in similar industrialized
coastal environments, or in these same areas
in the event of future industrialization,/urban-
ization.
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